
Mumbai: Jai Sairam's upcom-

ing Romantic Musical Album

'Heeriye' had a grand launch

on12th September 2017 at Asia

Music Vision studio, Andheri

(West), Mumbai with a song

recording, with the voice of

Rajnikant Yadav, the versatile

singer from Varanasi. This Hindi

Musical Album is produced &

Directed by Jeetendra Srivastav.

The romantic song, "Tujhse yun

jo Nazare Mili, Jaane kyu Hosh

Udne Lage…" was penned by

Rajnikant Yadav under the musical composition of Pawan

Miradpuri.

There are five songs in this album.It's producer-director

Jiteendra Srivastav had earlier produced film 'Life Mein Twist

Hai'. The video album will be shot in Khandala, in which actor

Chandan Rane and actress Sheetal Suresh Kale will be seen

in romantic pair on screen. 

In this, cameraman is Rajesh Kannojia, dance director is Ravi

Balmiki (RB), production designer is Shatrughan Paswan,

Executive producer Deepu Yadav, Costume designed by Vidya

Maurya and Editor is Parag Khaound, etc. On this occasion,

Babita Thakur and Virendra Yadav made their presence felt as

the guest.

After more than four decades, we have even Jaisamad full to

its capacity, congratulations Udaipur. Now, this is the time to

celebrate and ensure we get an opportunity to celebrate every

year. Lakes, gardens, the entire natural beauty of the city is

passing through a delicate stage. If the ecosystem is not nur-

tured now, we might never see these wow moments in the

future which we do not want to happen, right!

The ecosystem of a lake is formed by living beings and plants

of the Lake. And the balance of these elements is very impor-

tant for the survival of the system. Today's pollution has made

an adverse effect on the entire ecosystem of the lakes in Udaipur

which is a worrisome thing.

Not diving deep into technicalities, the need is to find a solu-

tion to at least stop all the mess being put into these lakes.

These lakes are the lifeline of the Udaipur which caters to the

daily living of more than 60 percent of the population of the city.

So, the drive and desire to clean these lakes and maintain that

cleanliness in order to save the ecosystem is not just an endeav-

or towards humanity and

nature, it also caters to the

larger need to the survival of

the city and its people.

The ultimate blame that used

to fall on the head of people

of Udaipur who used to visit these lakes and end up throwing

waste is now becoming an empty and toothless argument. The

citizens have got the awareness and now are ensuring no pol-

lution is done by them. The practice of throwing waste in bins

is catching up fast. So, even if now the ecosystem falls into any

peril, authorities will have to answer, for sure.

What we see today is the legacy of our ancestors. But we are

not doing the same. Of course, we are going to leave the foot-

prints of our existence but that might not make or kids proud.

They might see some empty and perhaps encroached holes

deprived of any water drop. It sounds like not-my-job but it

affects us all. Even if one person is polluting the lakes, he is

actually throwing a stone in the water which creates a ripple

effect. Everyone will see and beer.

It's not just about the entire system, the city as a whole, or tak-

ing the onus to change the world on your shoulder, it's more

about doing your part. If you cannot help in cleaning a lake,

ensure you do not pollute it at least. In any form, through any

means, you need to contribute. A lake's ecosystem also

depends on the availability of water and rain. If you are unable

to do your bit for the lake, plant a sapling or simply save a tree

from being cut.

This way you will be helping clean the environment and to ensure

rains in the future as well. And all this is not for anyone else,

this needs to be done for yourself. You need water to drink,

clean air to breathe, and rain to survive. 

This oxygen comes from a tree that was planted years ago by

one of our ancestors. Have we done our part to thank them for

this noble gesture of them? You do not need to find the planter

and say thank you. You can't even find one. What you need to

do to thanks them back just plants at least two or more saplings

and nurture them until they become independent. This way you

act in three-ways--You thank your ancestors, you grow your

own oxygen, and you leave a legacy for your children.

Planting a tree, maintaining the ecosystem, avoiding pollutions

are some of the small efforts we all can do to save the environ

we live in an depend on.
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Do Bigger Things: Samsung Galaxy Note 8 
With Bixby Capabilities

Udaipur:Samsung Electronics

launched its flagship smart-

phone Galaxy Note8 in India,

offering the next level Note for

people who want to do bigger

things. 

Samsung will also introduce

Bixby Voice capabilities with

'Make for India' innovations in

its intelligent interface Bixby in

the next few weeks. Bixby will

be available on Galaxy Note8

and Galaxy S8 & S8+ devices.

With Galaxy Note8, consumers

get a big, immersive Infinity

Display that fits comfortably in

one hand,

S Pen to communicate in more

personal ways, and Samsung's

best-ever true Dual Camera

with dual Optical Image

Stabilization (OIS) to capture

stunning photos in all condi-

tions. 

The incredible Note series

loved by millions of consumers

in India will also come with the

revolutionary mobile payment

service, Samsung Pay, and

Samsung's defense-grade

security platform Samsung

Knox, making it the most desir-

able smartphone available in

the market. Galaxy Note8 is

designed for the way con-

sumers lead their lives and lean

on technology today.

Mr. HC Hong, President and

CEO, Samsung Southwest

Asia, said, "India loves the

Galaxy Note for the infinite pos-

sibilities it offers with its big

screen, unique S Pen and

multi-tasking capabilities. I take

this opportunity to thank all our

consumers in India who have

made Samsung the Most

Trusted Brand, especially those

who have patiently waited for

their next Note. This time, we

have made the Galaxy Note8

bigger and better and added

'Make for India' innovations that

will transform lives yet again.

Galaxy Note8 lets people do

things they never thought were

possible." "Galaxy Note8 with

its stunning Infinity Display,

enhanced S Pen and a true

Dual Camera, is designed for

those who want to do bigger

things. At Samsung, we listen

to our consumers and bring in

meaningful innovations that

help make their lives better.

With this launch, Samsung will

further consolidate its leader-

ship in the premium smart-

phone segment in India," said

Mr. Asim Warsi, Senior Vice

President, Mobile Business,

Samsung India.

India Loves Note

Samsung pioneered a new

category of smartphones with

the Galaxy Note launch in

2011. Since then, a commu-

nity of enthusiasts emerged

through their affinity for Note's

signature expansive screen

and  S Pen. According to

Samsung market research1,

87% of Note users say they

are satisfied with their Galaxy

Note and 82% may recom-

mend it to friends. 

See More, Do More on the

Infinity Display 

Galaxy Note8 has the biggest

screen ever on a Note device,

yet with superior engineering

and design, it comfortably fits

in one hand. The 6.3-inch

Quad HD+ Super AMOLED

Infinity Display lets you see

more and scroll less. Galaxy

Note8 gives you more room to

watch, read and draw-making

it the ultimate multitasking

smartphone.

Note users have long been able

to do more with Multi Window.

With Galaxy Note8, the App

Pair feature lets you create a

custom shortcut on the Edge

Panel to simultaneously launch

two frequently used apps and

invoke them with ease. So, they

can watch a video while mes-

saging friends or dial into a con-

ference call with the number

and agenda in front of them2.

S Pen: A Smarter Way to

Express

Since its introduction, the S Pen

has been one of the Note's

defining features. With Galaxy

Note8, the intelligent S Pen

unlocks entirely new ways to

write, draw, and interact with

the phone and communicate

with friends. It has a finer tip,

improved pressure sensitivity3,

and features that enable users

to express themselves in ways

that no other stylus or smart-

phone ever has.

Live Message on Galaxy Note8

allows you to tell expressive

stories and you can now share

animated texts or drawings

across platforms that support

GIFs4. It's a whole new way

to communicate with the 

S Pen-adding lively and emo-

tional connections that bring

your messages to life. 

The Always On Display allows

Galaxy users to stay on top of

their notifications without

unlocking their phone. And

with Galaxy Note8, it's even

more powerful.Galaxy Note8's

Screen off memo allows you

to take up to one-hundred

pages of notes, without even

unlocking the phone. Users just

need to remove the S Pen and

jot down notes, pin them to the

Always On Display and edit

directly from the Always On

Display, letting users, includ-

ing professionals, do what

other smartphones can't.

The improved S Pen acts as

a personal translator and con-

vertor-just hover over text to

quickly translate not only indi-

vidual words, but entire sen-

tences and get the output in

up to 71 languages, or instant-

ly convert units and foreign cur-

rencies.

Picture Perfect Moments

with True Dual Camera

Samsung set the standard for

smartphone cameras and with

Galaxy Note8, we're deliver-

ing our most powerful smart-

phone camera yet.

The rear camera on Galaxy

Note8 comes with two 12MP

lenses-wide angle and tele-

photo-and both are equipped

with Optical Image Stabilization

(OIS) for sharper photos and

videos-an industry first feature.

For more advanced photo-tak-

ing, the Galaxy Note8's Live

Focus feature lets you control

the depth of field by allowing

you to adjust the bokeh effect

in preview mode and even

after you take the photo. 

In Dual Capture mode, both

rear cameras take pictures

simultaneously-one close-up

shot from the telephoto lens

and one wide-angle shot that

shows the entire background. 

The wide-angle lens continues

the legacy of the Dual Pixel sen-

sor with rapid Auto Focus so

you can capture sharper, clear-

er shots even in low-light envi-

ronments. 

Galaxy Note8 is also equipped

with an industry-leading 8MP

Smart Auto Focus front-facing

camera for sharp selfies and

video chats.

In another special launch offer,

consumers who purchase their

Galaxy Note8 using an HDFC

Credit Card will get a cashback

of INR 4,000.

Our own Ecosystem

Airtel launches VoLTE;
services go LIVE

AITS organized Fresher's Day
Celebration 2017

Lyricist Kumaar

celebrats birthday

First song of the romantic musi-
cal album'Heeriye' concludes

National award winner Sarika will be seen in Om Puri's last film

Mr Kabaadi where she she plays rag picker. Written and direct-

ed by Om Puri's first wife Seema Kapoor, Mr. Kabaadi is a satir-

ical comedy that shows what happens when a 'kabaadiwala'

or a scrap dealer becomes rich, how he flaunts his wealth...to

be like other millionaires how he changes his wardrobe, trying

a different accent and expanding his business.

The film has a power star cast that also stars Annu Kapoor,

Vinay Pathak, Sarika, Bijendra Kala, Kashish Vora ,Ulka Gupta,

Rajveer Singh among others. Interestingly, it is Satish Kaushik

who has completed the dubbing for Om Puri's unfinished por-

tions.The film is made under the banner of Anup Jalota Films,

Om Chhangani Films and Sadhna TV. Rakesh Gupta, Dinesh

Gupta and Om Chhangani are co producer of the film. The film

released recently is getting great reponse from audience all

over India.

Sarika Plays Rag Role

Editorial 

Get Full Talktime, Every Time You
Recharge With M-Pesa

Udaipur: AITS organized Fresher's Day Celebration 2017  with full of joy and pumps at Darpan

Auditorium, Shilpgram. The Chief Guest of today's function was Sh. Naresh Chandra Dangi ,

District Education Officer, Udaipur  and Guest of Honor was Sh. Ravindra Shrimali, Chairman

UIT Udaipur   Special Guest was Sh. Jitendra Sehgal, CEO, Miraz Pipes Udaipur. Sh. Ravindra

Shrimali, in his speech urged all the fresher's to be honest towards their duties and congratu-

late all the New faces on the occasion. The function was presided by Sh. Omprakash Agrawal,

Honorable Patron, Aravali Group of Colleges, Udaipur.          .   

Shri N. L. Khetan, Secretary, Aravali Group of Colleges and Shri Amit Agrawal, Finance Secretary,

Aravali Group of Colleges graced the function with their august presence. Dr. Hemant Dhabhai,

Director, Aravali Institute of Technical Studies welcome the guests. 

Mr. and Ms. Fresher's of Aravali for session 2017-18 were Anxious , B.Tech I Year and Dharini

, MCA II Year. Mr. Gourav Purohit and Mrs Sangeeta Sharma coordinated the Fresher's Day

Celebration 2017.

Udaipur: Bharti Airtel ("Airtel"), India's largest telecommuni-

cations services provider, today announced the launch of its

Voice over LTE (VoLTE) services in Mumbai. Airtel VoLTE, which

works over 4G, will offer customers HD quality voice calls along

with faster call set up time. Airtel VoLTE will be available on

popular 4G/LTE enabled mobile devices, which must have a

Airtel 4G SIM. Customers can call any mobile, landline network

using Airtel VoLTE. There will be no additional data charges for

VoLTE and calls will be billed as per existing plan or packs ben-

efits.

What truly differentiates Airtel VoLTE is the seamless connec-

tivity enabled by Airtel's wide 4G network coverage. Even in

the case of non-availability of 4G, Airtel VoLTE calls will auto-

matically fall back on 3G/2G network to ensure that customers

continue to stay connected at all times. Airtel VoLTE will also

allow customers to continue with their data sessions at 4G speeds

while the call is in progress.       

Abhay Savargaonkar, Director - Networks, Bharti Airtelsaid, "This

is a significant milestone in Airtel's network transformation jour-

ney under Project Leap. Airtel has built a world-class 4G net-

work across India and with the VoLTE compatible device ecosys-

tem beginning to mature, we believe it's the right time to enable

VoLTE calling as part of our service portfolio. Over the next few

months, we will rapidly accelerate the deployment of VoLTE to

cover all key geographies to bring HD quality calling to our cus-

tomers. We keenly look forward to our device partners enabling

Airtel VoLTE on their smartphones." 

How to get Airtel VoLTE:

1. Check mobile device compatibility at www.airtel.in/volte. Airtel

has tested and certified popular device models for VoLTE com-

patibility. More models will keep getting added to this list.   

2. Upgrade the mobile device's operating software to the lat-

est version that supports VoLTE. This update is provided by

the handset manufacturer. 

3. Ensure the device has a Airtel 4G SIM. Customers can upgrade

to the 4G SIM by visiting the nearest Airtel store.

4. Enable VoLTE by following instructions on www.airtel.in/volte

Customers with Dual-SIM handsets have to ensure that the

Airtel 4G SIM has been inserted in the data SIM slot/slot 1 and

network mode has been set as "4G/3G/2G (Auto)".  

Some of the popular device models compatible with Airtel VoLTE

- iPhone SE / 6 /6plus/ 6S / 6S plus/7/7plus; Samsung J700 /

A800/J2 Pro/J2 2016; Xiaomi MiMax Prime / Redmi Note 4 /

Mimax / Mi5; Gionee A1, Oppo F3 plus.

BHIM app changes life of teacher
from rural Rajasthan

Ramlal Chorasiya, a forty six year old teacher from Khandar block village, Sawai Madhopur,

Rajasthan, is going around promoting the BHIM app to local residents as well as his students

after the app made his banking lifestyle simpler. Mr. Chorasiya shares the benefits of this app

with others so that they get encouraged to use it. 

Earlier GraminShiksha Kendra's school teacher, Mr.Chorasiyaused to take leave and travel

almost 40 km to deposit the cheque at the nearest branch. The chequetookfour days to clear

after reaching the Kota Zone.To his surprise, after downloading BHIM app he began transfer-

ring fundsusing UPI ID within few seconds. He no longer worries about remembering account

number and IFS code which is otherwise necessary in case of other online banking funds trans-

fer. The quick transfer of money through this platform provided by National Payments Corporation

of India (NPCI) impressed him.BHIM app is very simple to use. Android users can download

BHIM app from Google Play Store while iPhone users may find it from Apple App Store. Once

the app is downloaded, one needs to select their bank a/c and set their UPI PIN using their

debit card and start transacting with this app. One needs to remember two things while using

it. Firstly, to link the mobile number to bank account and secondly, while transacting, the SIM

card of the mobile number linked to the bank account should be used in the mobile handset. 

Using the BHIM app one can send as well as receive money without visiting the bank branch.

The app is available in majorregional languages. Users can browse through their phone con-

tacts to select beneficiaries for sending and receiving money instantly. BHIM app has also made

payment at merchant locations simpler by enabling 'Scan & Pay' feature through QR codes.

Udaipur: Vodafone M-Pesa

India has rolled out a unique

proposition for pre-paid cus-

tomers - 'Every time, full talk-

time' in Rajasthan Circle.

Vodafone prepaid customers

can avail full talktime benefit

on recharges from Rs. 30 to

Rs.200 ,  exc lus ive ly  on

Vodafone's mobile wallet ser-

vice, M-Pesa. What makes

the offer more attractive is that

there are no limits to the num-

ber of times a customer can

avail this offer. One can

recharge multiple times in a

week or even in a day, mak-

ing every recharge a full talk-

time recharge.

Any individual can download

the M-Pesa App for free and

recharge anytime, anywhere,

on the go, through the app to

avail this offer. The 'every time,

full talktime' offer is also avail-

able on recharge through

USSD by dial ing *400#.

Existing Vodafone M-Pesa cus-

tomers in India can also enjoy

full talktime through this offer.

With additional talktime bene-

fits ranging from 18-25% of the

recharge amount, customers

can have huge savings on

their mobile recharges with

this exclusive offer, only

through M-Pesa.

Inviting Vodafone customers

to get the best value for their

recharges, Mr. Amit Bedi,

Business Head- Rajasthan

said, "As a company that has

consistently brought innovative

and better value offerings to

ensure an enhanced customer

experience, we are happy to

present the 'every time, full talk-

time' recharge offer through M-

Pesa. Customers are increas-

ingly moving towards mobile

wallets and we see many of

our customers purchasing

mobile recharges instantly and

conveniently through our M-

Pesa app. 

With this offer, we are reward-

ing every mobile recharge

above Rs 30, made through

the M-Pesa App with Full

Talktime benefit so that our cus-

tomers can make more calls

for the same amount."

With a pan-India distribution

network of close to 140,000

agents and with more than 16.4

million customers, M-Pesa is

the largest banking business

correspondent in the country.

Vodafone is driving financial

i n c l u s i o n  a m o n g s t  t h e

unbanked and underbanked

community through various

tie-ups across the country. In

Rajasthan, Vodafone M-Pesa

has a network of more than

8000 agents.

Telangana: GKTecvision

Private Ltd, is a prototype of

country's wider vision and per-

spective and imparts Vedic

Wisdom. It is inclusive of all

those ideals and philosophies

which Indian Constitution rep-

resents and is constructively

promoting them while deliver-

ing services to their clients. The

company's thinking prowess

and working methodology can

be seen and assessed through

their well-structured website

www.gktecvisionpremium.com

, www.gktecvision.com . The

website is an ensemble of

Vedic wisdom which is required

for systematic working and

maintaining calmness while

performing in varied situations

and atmospheres in a cultur-

ally diverse country like India.

The website maintains regu-

lar blog pages which imparts

knowledge and delves into

deep thinking as well as pur-

pose of meditation for achiev-

ing consistent success and

yet not get effected by it. With

the launch of the website, com-

pany is trying to provide solu-

tion to discords that arise while

working towards the same

goal.

Kiran Karnvati is an author and

has recently added a news let-

ter on the website and pub-

l ished a book, Creat ive

Intelligence, which talks about

Inspiration. The book is avail-

able on various ecommerce

portals. He is an alumnus of

Prestigious Indian Institute of

Technology, Madras (IIT,

Madras).  

K i r a n  K a r n v a t i ,  C E O,

GKTecvision shared, 'We have

launched the company with the

objective of spreading knowl-

edge and literature of our old

scriptures and Vedas. Indian

Vedic literature is full of mantras

which teach us how to deal with

difficult situations and lead a

calm life without getting influ-

enced by the negative vibes

floating in the air.'

The company truly recognizes

constitutional problems that

Digital India is confronting in

the present time. Thus, it has

made an attempt to answer all

the relevant questions and

arising concerns occupying

the mindset of Indians. It has

further tried to bridge a gap

between the government and

the common public.

The company management

further elaborates that the main

aim is to bring into lime light

the true spirit of the national

anthem. The aggression of

any nature is simply discard-

ed with the wisdom of great

knowledge. To know more

about the company, one can

visit them on the They are also

a v a i l a b l e  o n  Yo u tu b e :

https://www.youtube.com/w

atch?v=eN-uHCydXh4

GKTecvision prototype of Vedic Wisdom

Well know lyricist Kumaar cel-

ebrated his birthday with fam-

ily and Bollywood friends at

MRP Pub, oshiwara,  Andheri

West . All his close friends came

specially to wish him Happy

birthday. 

Arman Malik, Music director

V i v e k  K a r,  A n j a a n

Bhattacharya, Singer Navraj

Hans, Rahul Vaidya, Director

Rajiv Ruia, Vishal Pandya,

Meet Brothers, Actors Dhriti

Patel , Ekta Jain, Harshvardhan

Joshi, Writer Khaleed, RJ Alok,

Dimpu Paji, Manoj Sabarwal,

Anees bazme,  Virag Mishra,

Balraj Sayal, Director Jagmeet

,Singer Sanoj Kumar, Jubin

Nautiyal and many more came

to be part of this birthday party. 
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